Abstract. Membrane systems can be seen either as generators or as acceptors of multiset languages. In this paper we compare the expressive power of membrane systems working in accepting mode with that of membrane systems working in generating mode. Features like determinism, presence of promoters and of cooperative rules are considered. The comparison between some of the considered classes of membrane systems is carried out by defining encodings of one class into another.
Introduction
Membrane systems (P systems) were introduced by Paun in [13] as distributed parallel computing devices inspired by the structure and the functioning of cells. In the extension of [3] the application of rules may be conditioned by the presence of promoter objects. A promoter does not participate in the application of rules, and a single promoter may enable the application of several rules and multiple applications of each one of these rules. P systems with promoters have been shown to be universal even when non-cooperative rules are considered [3] . The same holds for P systems without promoters, but with cooperative rules [14] .
In universality proofs P systems based on multiset rewriting rules (transition P systems) are often seen as multiset generators. A computation of a P system gives as output a multiset, and the set of all multisets given as output by different computations of a system are taken as the multiset language generated by the system. An alternative view considers P systems as multiset acceptors. Given a multiset as input, the computation of a P system may take to an accepting state. The set of accepted multisets constitutes the multiset language accepted by the P system. In this paper we are interested in comparing the expressive power of P systems working in generating and in accepting modes. In particular, we consider classes of P systems that are discriminated by admitting, or not, promoters, cooperative rules and nondeterminism, and that do not consider other featueres like membrane dissolution or creation, priorities, and symport/antiport rules.
In some cases of interest the comparison will be carried out by defining encodings of one class of generator P systems into the corresponding class of acceptor P systems. These encodings will not only be given to prove some results on the expressive power of the considered classes. They will given also as a tool for a easier construction of P systems accepting languages of interest. In fact, for some classes of languages the definition of a P system generating it could be easier than the definition of an acceptor for it (or viceversa). The proposed encodings may allow to obtain from a P system working in the mode that is easier to be designed an equivalent P system working in the other mode.
The universality results of generator P systems are mostly well-known. As regards acceptors, the universality of nondeterministic acceptor P systems with catalysts has been proved in [9] through simulation of register machines, and the universality of deterministic acceptors has been proved in [5] for P systems with membrane creation and dissolution, and in [5, 10] for P systems with symport/antiport rules. Different notions of P systems working in generating and accepting modes have been considered, for instance in [12, 15] , from the point of view of complexity. Other variants of P systems working in accepting mode and with symport/antiport rules have been introduced in [4] , called P automata, and in [11] , called analysing P systems. Generating and accepting modes have been considered and compared also in the context of regulated rewriting [6] [7] [8] .
Membrane Systems with Promoters
In this section we recall the definition of P systems with promoters and introduce notions of P systems accepting and generating multiset languages.
Definition
A membrane system (or P system) consists of a hierarchy of membranes that do not intersect, with a distinguishable membrane, called the skin membrane, surrounding them all. As usual, we assume membranes to be labeled by natural numbers. Given a set of objects V , a membrane m contains a multiset of objects in V , a set of evolution rules, and possibly other membranes, called child membranes (m is also called the parent of its child membranes). A rule in a membrane m consumes objects in m and produces objects according to target indications, specifying the membranes where each object produced by applying the rule is sent. The products of a rule with target indications are denoted with a set of pairs of the following forms:
-(v, here), meaning that the multiset of objects v produced by the rule remain in the same membrane m; -(v, out), meaning that the multiset of objects v produced by the rule are sent out of m; -(v, in l ), meaning that the multiset of objects v produced by the rule are sent into the child membrane l.
An evolution rule may have some promoters that are objects required to be present in the membrane m in order to enable the application of the rule. We can assume that all evolution rules have the following form:
where u is the multiset of objects consumed by the rule, {l 1 , . . . , l n } is a set of membrane labels, v h , v o , v 1 , . . . , v n are the objects (grouped in multisets by target) produced by the rule, and p is the multiset of promoters of the rule.
Notice that all objects mentioned in the rules are in V , therefore an object may appear in the reactants, in the products, and in the promoters of the rules. The size of the left-hand side u of an evolution rule is called the radius of such a rule. If a P system contains rules of radius greater than one, then it is called a cooperative system. Otherwise, it is called non-cooperative. Application of evolution rules is done with maximal parallelism: at each evolution step a multiset of instances of evolution rules is chosen non-deterministically such that no other rule can be applied to the system obtained by removing all the objects necessary to apply all the chosen rules. Rule application consists of removing all the reactants of the chosen rules from the system and adding the products of the rules by taking into account the target indications. Promoters are not consumed by the application of the corresponding evolution rule, thus implying that the presence of a single occurrence of a promoter can enable the application of more than one rule in each maximally parallel evolution step.
A P system has a tree-structure in which the skin membrane is the root and the membranes containing no other membranes are the leaves. We assume membranes labels to be unique: they are assigned at the beginning of the evolution by counting the membranes encountered during a breadth-first visit of the tree-structure, with 1 as the label of the skin membrane. Now, we formally define P systems with promoters.
Definition 1.
A P system is a construct Π = (V, µ, w 1 , . . . , w n , R 1 , . . . , R n ) where:
-V is an alphabet whose elements are called objects; -µ ⊂ IN × IN is a membrane structure, such that (l 1 , l 2 ) ∈ µ denotes that the membrane labeled by l 2 is contained in the membrane labeled by l 1 ; -w j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n are strings from V * representing multisets over V associated with the membranes 1, . . . , n of µ; -R j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n are finite sets of evolution rules associated with the membranes 1, . . . , n of µ.
In this paper we assume P systems to be closed computational devices, namely we assume that objects cannot be sent out of the skin membrane (i.e.rules sending objects out are not allowed in the skin membrane) and objects cannot be received by the skin membrane from outside.
A computation of a P system is a sequence of maximally parallel evolution steps. A computation is valid if and only if the sequence of computation steps is finite and leads to a final configuration, namely a configuration in which no evolution rules can be further applied. A P system is said to be deterministic if it may perfom only one computation (either valid or not). This happens when at each step there is only one maximal multiset of applicable evolution rules. We show in Figure 1 an example of P system in which all the main features of the formalism are used. In the figure, membranes are depicted as boxes containing evolution rules, objects and inner membranes. The label of a membrane is at a corner of the corresponding box. Exponents are used to have a compact representation of multiple occurrences of an object in a multiset. For example, a n p k b represents the multiset consisting of n occurrences of a, k occurrences of p and one occurence of b. Symbol λ denotes the empty multiset.
The P system in the figure performs a computation consisting of k steps. At each step the number of a's is halved and one p is sent into membrane 2, where it is cancelled. In the final configuration, membrane 1 contains the multiset a
Let us assume that V is partitioned into sets Σ and C, where C is called as the set of control objects. From [1] it follows that any P system with promoters Π can be translated into an equivalent P system Π ′ having a (flat) membrane structure that consists only of the skin. The idea is to obtain the alphabet of the control objects in Π ′ by enriching the alphabet of the control objects in Π with objects labeled with indexes of membranes in Π to represent objects of Π that are placed in some inner membrane. It turns out that Π and Π ′ are equivalent in the sense that each of them can mimic the behavior of the other, evolution step by evolution step. At each step the skin membranes of Π and Π ′ contain the same multisets over Σ. An analogous technique was previously used in [2, 16] but with different classes of P systems. As an example, we show, in Figure 2 , the result of flattening the P system with promoters given in Figure 1 .
For the sake of precision, the class of P systems considered in [1] is slightly different: (i) promoters of an evolution rule are given as a set rather than a multiset, (ii) membranes are enriched with an interface that filters the objects that can be received from the external environment, and (iii) also rule inhibitors and dissolving rules are considered. As regards (i), it is easy to see that the way in which promoters are given does not influence the flattening technique. As regards (ii), membrane interfaces are used in [1] to ensure compositionality. Here, we consider closed computational systems, hence we do not allow interactions with the external environment. As regards (iii), it is easy to see that inhibitors and dissolving rules are not introduced by the flattening technique, hence the flat version of a P system of the class we consider here is still in the same class. To sum up, we have that the following result holds. Theorem 1. Every P system with promoters can be translated into an equivalent P system whose membrane structure consists only of the skin membrane.
Proof. Follows from results in [1] .
⊓ ⊔
If one gives a suitable notion of size of a P system taking into account the cardinality of the set of objects and of the set of rules, one can infer that the flattening technique in [1] takes a P system of size s to a P system of size o(s).
We shall always assume flat P systems in our proofs, consequently we shall always assume the here particle for products of evolution rules (e.g. we will write a → b for a → (b, here)).
In the following we shall study how determinism, promoters, and cooperative rules have an influence on the expressive power of P systems. We shall use the following notations for the different classes of P systems: P (coo, ndet, pro) denotes the class of P systems admitting cooperation, non determinism and promoters, we replace coo with ncoo in the classes where cooperative rules are not admitted, ndet with det in the classes where nondeterminism is not admitted, and pro with npro in the classes where promoters are not admitted.
Membrane Systems and Multiset Languages
P systems can deal with multiset languages. A multiset language [4] is a set of multisets over a given alphabet. It might be obtained from a language of strings by applying the Parikh mapping to each string in the language. The Parikh mapping takes a string into a vector of natural numbers, in which each element corresponds to the number of occurrences in the string of one of the alphabet symbols. After application of the Parikh mapping, information on the ordering of symbols in the strings of the language is lost.
Among the most important classes of multiset languages we mention the class obtained by applying the Parikh mapping to all context free languages of strings, denoted P sCF , that coincides with the class obtained by applying the Parikh mapping to all regular languages, denoted P sREG. We mention also the class obtained by applying the Parikh mapping to all recursively enumerable languages of strings, denoted P sRE. Note that P sRE is the class of all recursively enumerable sets of multisets (represented as sets of vectors of natural numbers).
A P system can be used either as an acceptor or as a generator of a multiset language over Σ. In the first case, a multiset over Σ is inserted in the skin membrane of the P system and the result of its computations says whether such a multiset belongs to the multiset language accepted by the P system or not. In the second case the P system has a fixed initial configuration and can give as results (possibly in a non-deterministic way) all the possible multisets belonging to a given multiset language.
Let us formalise the notion of P system used as language acceptor.
-C is a set of control objects such that Σ ∩ C = ∅; -T is a special object not contained in Σ ∪ C; -w 1 is a multiset of objects in C; -A multiset w of objects over Σ is accepted by Π iff when we add w to w 1 then a final configuration can be reached with T appearing in the membrane.
We remark that one could define equivalent notions of acceptor P systems by assuming that a multiset is accepted if and only if a final configuration can be reached (by ignoring the presence of T ). We can simulate this simply by adding T to w 1 and by ensuring that there is no rule in R 1 using such a special object.
We denote the language accepted by a P system Π as P s(Π) (as Parikh set). Moreover, we denote the set of languages accepted by a class of P systems by adding prefix P s and subscript a in the notation of the class itself as in the following example: we use P sP a (ncoo, ndet, pro) to denote the set of languages for which there exists an acceptor in the class P (ncoo, ndet, pro).
Now we formalise the notion of P system used as language generator.
Definition 3. A flat generator P system over an alphabet Σ is a P system
-C is a set of control objects such that Σ ∩ C = ∅; -w 1 is a multiset of objects in C; -a multiset w of objects over Σ is generated by Π if and only if there exist a multiset w Note that also in the case of generator P systems there exist other equivalent definitions that could be considered (and that have been considered in the literature). For instance, one could use a special membrane to collect the output of the system, or could send the output out of the skin membrane.
As for acceptor P systems, we denote the language generated by a P systems Π as P s(Π), and we introduce a notation for the set of languages generated by P systems of a certain class. In this case we replace subscript a with subscript g as in the following example: we use P sP g (ncoo, ndet, coo) to denote the set of languages for which there exists a generator in the class P (ncoo, ndet, coo).
Results on Expressive Power and Encodings
Given a class of P systems C accepting/generating the class of languages L, and a class of P systems C ′ accepting/generating the class of languages
then giving a mapping from C to C ′ could be not trivial. If we know that both L = P sRE and L ′ = P sRE, we could exploit the universal formalism U that has been used to prove L ′ = P sRE P sPa(coo, ndet, pro) P sPa(coo, ndet, npro) P sPa(ncoo, ndet, pro) ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ P sRE P sPg (coo, ndet, pro) P sPg (coo, ndet, npro) P sPg (ncoo, ndet, pro)
P sPa(ncoo, ndet, npro) L3 P sRE P sPa(coo, det, pro) P sPa(coo, det, npro) P sPa(ncoo, det, pro) P sPa(ncoo, det, npro)
Relationships among classes of languages accepted and generated by the classes of P systems considered in this paper.
and give "only" the encoding of C into U . However, it is often the case that the universal formalism U does not include any form of parallelism. As a result, the encoding of C (which is based on maximal parallelism) into U is often difficult to be given. Moreover, the loss of parallelism in the encoding of C into U may cause the acceptor/generator P systems in C ′ given by the combination of the two encodings of C into U and of U into C ′ , to be much less efficient than the original ones. This motivates the proposal of direct encodings.
In this section we study the expressiveness of several classes of acceptor P systems, by focusing, in particular, on their encoding ability, following the idea that relation L ⇒ L ′ is more meaningful than L ⊆ L ′ . Our results are summarized in Figure 3 , where we report also results that are well known in the literature. Classes L 1 , L 2 and L 3 will be defined later.
Our first three theorems (Thms. 2, 3, 4) show that P sP g (ncoo, ndet, pro) ⇒ P sP a (ncoo, ndet, pro), P sP g (coo, ndet, pro) ⇒ P sP a (coo, ndet, pro), and, finally, P sP g (coo, ndet, npro) ⇒ P sP a (coo, ndet, npro). Since the three classes of generators are universal (see, for instance, [3] and [14] ), this implies the universality of these three classes of acceptors. Notice, however, that the universality of the last class was already proved in [9] .
If one gives a suitable notion of size of a P system taking into account the cardinality of the set of objects and of the set of rules, one can infer that these encodings take a generator of size s to an acceptor of size o(s). Formal proofs of these results are omitted here for lack of space.
In the following, given a multiset of objects v, we shall write v ′ to denote the multiset {a ′ | a ∈ v}, v ′′ to denote the multiset {a ′′ | a ∈ v}, and so on.
Theorem 2. P sP g (ncoo, ndet, pro) ⇒ P sP a (ncoo, ndet, pro).
Proof. Given any generator Π in P (ncoo, ndet, pro), we construct an equivalent acceptor Π a in P (ncoo, ndet, pro). By Thm. 1 we can assume that Π is flat. Let Π = (Σ ∪ C, ∅, w, R). Also Π a will be flat, of the form (Σ a ∪ C a ∪ {T }, ∅, w a , R a ). The idea is that Π a embeds Π and, for any input multiset u for Π a , we exploit Π to generate a multiset v in P s(Π) and, then, we compare u with v: if they coincide then Π a accepts u. The non-determinism ensures that for every u ∈ P s(Π) there is an execution by Π a accepting it. Actually, when Π is embedded into Π a , all initial objects in w and all objects mentioned in the rules in R are primed, in order to distinguish them from the input of Π a , and are considered as control objects. Hence, we have that Σ a = Σ, C a ⊇ Σ ′ ∪ C ′ and w a ⊇ w ′ . Then, in the construction of Π a we have to face two problems. The first problem is that we must be able to check for termination of Π in order to ensure to compare with the input of Π a an actual multiset in P s(Π) rather than something that is the result of a partial execution of Π. The second problem is that we must implement the comparison.
To these purposes, let us add two fresh control objects to C a : s, which triggers the comparison, and g, which is initially in w a , is produced by all rules derived from Π and prevents the production of s. So, first of all R a contains all rules:
Then, R a contains the following set of rules, denoted R 1 , where also x, x ′ , 1, 2 are fresh objects in C a and x and 1 are also in w a :
Sets R Π and R 1 are such that some instances of g are in Π a as long as rules in R Π are applied. When no rule in R Π can be applied, which simulates the termination of the execution by Π, no occurrence of g is anymore in Π a . This makes the rule x → x ′ | 1g no longer applicable. Notice that Π a either contains both 1 and x, or it contains both 2 and x ′ . In the former case, since x → x ′ | 1g cannot be applied and 2 is produced by 1 → 2, after one computation step s is produced by x → s| 2 and the comparison is triggered. In the latter case, x and 1 are produced by x ′ → x| 2 and 2 → 1| x ′ , respectively, and we come back to the previous case. Finally, let us add to C a also the objects 0, 1, 2 and 3 and the set C consisting of the capitalized versions of the symbols in Σ ∪ Σ ′ . Moreover, let us add 0 and T to w a . The comparison of the multiset generated by the rules in R Π with the input is performed by the following set of rules (denoted R 2 ):
Objects 0, 1, 2 and 3 are used to sequentialize different phases of the comparison. In particular, the rule consuming 0 starts the comparison, and it is triggered by s when the rules in R Π are no longer applicable.
Rules promoted by 1 transform a non-deterministically chosen portion of the objects of the input multiset and of the multiset generated by R Π into their capitalized version. Rules promoted by 2 check that at most one object of each of the two multisets to be compared has been capitalized, otherwise they replace T with λ. Rules promoted by 3 check that at least one object of each of the two multisets to be compared has been capitalized, and that such two objects are one the primed version of the other. Moreover, the capitalized objects are deleted. These three phases remove one object from the input multiset and the corresponding primed one from the multiset generated by R Π , and they are repeated until there are pairs of corresponding objects in the two multisets and T has not been removed. Such a control is performed by the promoters of rules consuming 3.
Summarizing,
Proof. Following the proof of Thm. 2, given any generator Π in P (coo, ndet, pro) we construct an acceptor Π a in P (coo, ndet, pro) that embeds Π. The acceptor Π a can be constructed exactly as in the proof of Thm. 2. Howewer, since here we can exploit cooperative rules, the set of rules R 2 used in the proof of Thm. 2 to implement the comparison between the input of Π a and the multiset generated by R Π can be replaced by the following rules:
In this case the comparison requires only one computation step. ⊓ ⊔ Theorem 4. P sP g (coo, ndet, npro) ⇒ P sP a (coo, ndet, npro).
Proof. Also in this case we exploit the generator Π in P (coo, ndet, npro) to build an equivalent acceptor Π a in P (coo, ndet, npro). By Thm. 1 we can assume that Π is flat. Let Π = (Σ ∪ C, ∅, w, R). Also Π a will be flat, of the form (Σ a ∪ C a ∪ {T }, ∅, w a , R a ). As in the proof of Thm. 2, we rename all objects in Π so that Σ a = Σ, C a ⊇ Σ ′ ∪ C ′ , w a ⊇ w ′ , and we introduce a fresh control object s in C a triggering the comparison between the input multiset of Π a and the multiset generated by the rules in Π a derived from those in Π. Here s is triggered by another control object t ∈ C a , trough the rule t → rs where also r is a fresh object in C a . The idea is that t is initially in w a and the other rules in R a will ensure that in all computations leading to a final configuration with T in the membrane, then this rule fires only after the rules derived from those in Π have generated their multiset.
Acceptor Π a performs a loop with 3 steps, until s is produced from t by rule t → rs. The sequence of these 3 steps simulates a single computation step by Π. At the first step in the loop, the following set of rules R 1 Π may fire:
′ prevents firing t → rs and, as a consequence, the production of s. Object t ′ is in C a and serves to produce t once more. At the second step, the following set of rules R 2 Π may fire:
The rules in the first set check that s has not been produced (note that s can be produced only together with r) if the computation by Π has not terminated yet. More precisely, if s has been already produced and the computation by Π has not terminated yet, T is removed. At the third step the following set of rules R 3 Π may fire:
so that the first step can begin once more. When Π a exits from the loop, which simulates the termination by Π, s can be exploited for the comparison implemented by the following set of rules R 1 :
From our first three theorems, the following results follow.
Corollary 1. It holds that:
-P sP g (ncoo, ndet, pro) ⊆ P sP a (ncoo, ndet, pro), -P sP g (coo, ndet, pro) ⊆ P sP a (coo, ndet, pro), -P sP g (coo, ndet, npro) ⊆ P sP a (coo, ndet, npro).
Let us prove now that if we admit neither promoters nor cooperative rules, then nondeterministic acceptors and deterministic acceptors have the same expressive power, and are less expressive than nondeterministic generators. To this purpose, we characterize both P sP a (ncoo, ndet, npro) and P sP a (ncoo, det, npro).
Given a set of objects Σ and A, N ⊆ Σ, let L A,N and L N denote the following multiset languages:
Let L 1 be the class L 1 = {L A,N | A, N ⊆ Σ for some set of objects Σ} ∪ {L N | N ⊆ Σ for some set of objects Σ}.
Proof. First of all we prove that L 1 ⊆ P sP a (ncoo, det, npro). Given a set of objects Σ and sets A, N ⊆ Σ, an acceptor for L A,N has no control object and rules {a → T | a ∈ A} and {b → b | b ∈ N }. An acceptor for L N contains initially an occurrence of T and has rules {b → b | b ∈ N }. It remains to prove that P sP a (ncoo, ndet, npro) ⊆ L 1 . Assume any acceptor Π ∈ P (ncoo, ndet, npro). If it contains a rule of the form T → u, for any u ∈ Σ * , then P s(Π) = ∅, and ∅ ∈ L 1 (∅ = L Σ ). Otherwise, let G be the graph having a node for each object in Σ ∪ C and an arch from a to b if there is a rule a → u with b ∈ u. Let N be the set of the objects a ∈ Σ such that all paths from a are infinite, meaning that there exists an object a ′ such that a → · · · → a ′ and a ′ → · · · → a ′ , and let A be the set of the objects a ∈ Σ such that at least one path from a is finite and leads to T , namely has the form a → · · · → T . If T is an initial object in Π then a multiset is accepted iff it gives rise to a finite computation, because no rule can remove T and the final configuration, if reached, contains T for sure. Therefore, P s(Π) = L N . If T is not initially in Π, then a multiset is accepted iff it gives rise to a finite computation that introduces T in one of its steps. Therefore, P s(Π) = L A,N .
⊓ ⊔ Corollary 2. P sP g (ncoo, ndet, npro) ⊃ P sP a (ncoo, ndet, npro).
Proof. Follows from results in [14] , where P systems without cooperative rules and with the output interpreted as a natural number are proven to be able to generate semilinear set of numbers (Theorem 3.3.2). In the proof of the theorem a translation of context free grammars into P systems without cooperation is given which implies that P sREG ⊆ P sP g (ncoo, ndet, npro). It is obvious that
Let us switch to deterministic systems. In this case the expressive power of generators is quite poor, and equivalent to the class of multiset languages consisting of at most one multiset. Let L 2 = {{w} | w is a multiset} ∪ {∅}. Proposition 1. P sPg(ncoo, det, pro) = P sPg(coo, det, pro) = P sPg(ncoo, det, npro) = P sPg(coo, det, npro) = L2.
Proof. The initial configuration of a generator P system is fixed. Determinism implies that there is one only possible execution. If such an execution terminates, then it gives the only multiset of the language as output, otherwise the generated language is empty. Any language consisting of one multiset u can be generated by means of a non-cooperative rule without promoters a → v at the first step, where a is a control object initially in the P system. Cooperation and promoters do not increase expressiveness.
⊓ ⊔
We already know that P sP a (ncoo, det, npro) = L 1 . Let us characterize the class P sP a (ncoo, det, pro), which turns out to be more expressive. Let L 3 denote the least class of multiset languages including all sets {a n |n ≥ k} for every object a and every k ∈ IN, closed by complementation, finite union and finite intersection. Let us write u R → v to denote that by performing a multiset of rules R we rewrite a multiset of objects u into a multiset of objects v. Let us write u |= r if a multiset of objects u triggers a rule r.
Proof. Let us prove first that P sP a (ncoo, det, pro) ⊆ L 3 . Let Π be an acceptor in P (ncoo, det, pro). By Thm. 1 we can assume that Π is flat. Let Π = (Σ ∪ C ∪ {T }, ∅, w, R). Assume that R = {r i | i ∈ I}, with each r i of the form a i → u i | pi .
Let m = max {h | ∃i ∈ I, b ∈ Σ. b h ∈ p i }. To prove that P s(Π) ∈ L 3 it is enough to prove that if a h u ∈ P s(Π) for some a ∈ Σ, u ∈ Σ * and h ≥ m, then also a h+1 u ∈ P s(Π). Assume that a h u is accepted by Π by performing n computation steps, for some n ∈ IN. More precisely, there exist n multisets T 1 , . . . , T n , with T j = {r ni,j i | i ∈ I}, and n + 1 multisets of objects u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n such that u 0
h u, T ∈ u n and u n |= r i for any i ∈ I. Let v 0 = a h+1 u. We can prove that there exist n multisets T
and n multisets of objects v 1 , . . . , v n such that v 0
x+y ⊆ u 0 imply that b is a, and, therefore, x = h ≥ m. Now, given any 0 ≤ j ≤ n, assume that v j ⊇ u j and that b
x ∈ u j and b x+y ∈ v j with y > 0 and b x+y ⊆ u j imply x ≥ m. This implies that v j and u j promote the same rules. Therefore, if j = n, since u j |= r i for any i ∈ I, we infer that also v j |= r i for any i ∈ I. If j < n then v j ⊇ u j implies that a computation step
with n ′ i,j ≥ n i,j actually exists. Since u j and v j promote the same rules and all rules are non-cooperative, we also infer that n i,j = 0 implies n
The relation u j+1 ⊆ v j+1 follows immediately. It remains to prove that it cannot happen that b x ∈ u j+1 , b x+y ∈ v j+1 , y > 0, b x+y ⊆ u j+1 and x < m for any b ∈ Σ. If, by contradiction, this happens for some b, then there is a rule r i = a i → u i | pi with b ∈ u i such that n ′ i,j > n i,j and n i,j < x + y. We infer that a n ′ i,j i ∈ v j and a ni,j i ∈ u j . Since we know that for all c it holds that c k ∈ u j and c k+h ∈ v j with h > 0 imply k ≥ m, we infer that n i,j ≥ m. Having n i,j ≥ m and x < m is a contradiction, since x ≥ n i,j .
Let us prove now that P sP a (ncoo, det, pro) ⊇ L 3 . Actually, we prove that each multiset in L 3 is accepted by a P system in P (ncoo, det, pro) that always terminates and that consumes neither objects in Σ nor the symbol T . The multiset {a n | n ≥ k} is accepted by a P system with a control object b, initial multiset b and a rule b → T | a k . The multiset {a n | n < k} is accepted by a P system with control objects b, 1, 2, initial multiset b1 and rules b → λ| a k , 1 → 2 and 2 → T | b . Finally, assume two multiset languages L 1 and L 2 in L 3 and let Π 1 and Π 2 be the P systems accepting them. Assume that the set of control objects in Π 1 and Π 2 are disjoint. Let Π Let us prove now the universality of the class P sP a (coo, det, npro). In this case the corresponding class P sP g (coo, det, npro) is less expressive, therefore looking for an encoding of P sP g (coo, det, npro) into P sP a (coo, det, npro) as done in Thms. 2, 3, 4 is useless. We directly simulate 3-register machines, for which universality has been proven without the need of any complicated representation of data and instructions (as it happens with 2-register machines). Notice that the universality of deterministic acceptors was already proved in [5] and [10] , for P systems with symport and antyport rules.
Theorem 7. P sP a (coo, det, npro) = P sRE.
Proof. We provide a map assigning to a 3-register machine M an equivalent acceptor P system Π M in P (coo, det, npro). Let R 1 , R 2 and R 3 be the three registers of M , and 0 ≤ i ≤ m be the labels of its instructions. A state of M is a triple (i, A, B, C), with 0 ≤ i ≤ m and A, B, C ∈ IN, the initial state is
The idea is that Π M uses objects i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n, a, b and c, and represents a configuration (i, A, B, C) with multiset (ia
Instructions over R 2 and R 3 are analogous, we simply replace any occurrence of a with b or c, respectively. Finally, we need the following rules:
All results over deterministic acceptors proved so far can be summarized in the following corollary.
Corollary 3. P sPa(ncoo, det, npro) ⊂ P sPa(ncoo, det, pro) ⊂ P sPa(coo, det, npro) = P sPa(coo, det, pro).
Proof. Directly from Thm. 5, Thm. 6 and Thm. 7 ⊓ ⊔ Moreover, we have that each class of deterministic generators is strictly included in the corresponding class of acceptors.
Corollary 4. It holds that:
-P sP g (ncoo, det, npro) ⊂ P sP a (ncoo, det, npro); -P sP g (ncoo, det, pro) ⊂ P sP a (ncoo, det, pro); -P sP g (coo, det, npro) ⊂ P sP a (coo, det, npro); -P sP g (coo, det, pro) ⊂ P sP a (coo, det, pro).
Proof. Directly from Thm. 5, Prop. 1, Cor. 3 and L 2 ⊂ L 1 .
Finally, we provide an encoding of deterministic acceptors with cooperative rules and promoters into the subclass without promoters. Theorem 8. P sP a (coo, det, pro) ⇔ P sP a (coo, det, npro).
Proof. The encoding P sP a (coo, det, npro) ⇒ P sP a (coo, det, pro) is obvious. As regards the other direction, given any acceptor Π ∈ P (coo, det, pro), we derive an equivalent acceptorΠ ∈ P (coo, det, npro). By Thm. 1 we can assume that Π is flat. Let Π = (Σ ∪ C, ∅, w, R). Assume that R = {r 1 , . . . , r k } and Σ ∪ C = {a 1 , . . . , a n }. AlsoΠ will be flat, of the formΠ = (Σ ∪Ĉ, ∅,ŵ,R), withΣ = Σ, C ⊃ C andŵ ⊇ w.
The starting idea is that for any rule
without promoters inR of the form r
, so that performing a step S by Π with n i occurrences of r i in parallel for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k is simulated by performing n i occurrences of r ′ i in sequence, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Rules r i as above do not work, for three reasons. The first point is that if ′ , a ′′ are introduced inĈ for each a ∈ Σ ∪ C, objects a are rewritten into a ′ before the sequence of steps byΠ simulating S and objects a ′′ are rewritten into a after the same sequence. The initial multisetŵ contains two fresh control objects s, s ′ ∈Ĉ. Acceptor Π may start by performing the following rules:
so that the object 1 triggering r ′ 1 is introduced and all objects in Σ ∪ C are primed. Also s ′ ,1 and 1 are new control objects inĈ, whose role will be clarified later.
Then, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k,Ĉ contains also objects i ′ , i ′′ , i ′′′ , i ′′′ , and r ′ i is adjusted once more as
For each 1 ≤ i < k the following set of rules are added toR
so that i is rewritten into i + 1 as soon as r
Moreover, the following rules are added toR
where the role of the control object v 1 ∈Ĉ will be explained later.
Notice that a step S by Π consisting of n i occurrences of r i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n is simulated by performing n 1 occurrences of r ′ 1 in sequence, then n 2 occurences of r ′ 2 in sequence and so on. This is correct only if Π is deterministic, as in our case. In fact, when Π is nondeterministic, our strategy solves the nondeterminism and, therefore, does not simulate some valid behaviors by Π.
It remains to map any a ′ that has not been consumed by r ′ 1 , . . . , r ′ k and any a ′′ that has been introduced by r ′ 1 , . . . , r ′ k to a. To this purpose, first of all we add toĈ new control objects v 1 , . . . , v n and t 1 , . . . , t n , respectively.
Then, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n,R contains the following set of evolution rules are new objects inĈ. When this task has been completed, t j is introduced. Moreover, for all 1 ≤ j < n,R contains the following set of evolution rules mapping all a ′′ n s to a n . When this task has been completed, object t ∈Ĉ is introduced, which is exploited to trigger the rule t → s so that s and s ′ can reintroduce 1 once more and the subsequent step by Π can be simulated. It remains to solve a point: When no rule r ′ 1 , . . . , r ′ k is triggered,Π does not terminate but enters an infinite loop. Notice that this happens when object v 1 is introduced in 3k steps after object 1. So, let us rewrite the rule k ′ k ′′′′ → v 1 introducing v 1 as k ′ k ′′′′ → v 1 zz ′ , where z, z ′ are new control objects inĈ, and let us add toR the following set of rules R ′ :
so that when 3k and z appear at the same step then s ′ is removed and the infinite loop is prevented. Objects i are needed since 3k + 1 removes 3k when 3k appears before z.
⊓ ⊔
Conclusions
The paper has studied relationships among classes of multiset languages accepted and generated by P systems. In particular, the role of determinism, presence of promoters and cooperative rules have been considered. In the nondeterministic case, when either promoters or cooperative rules are allowed, acceptor P systems have shown to be universal. The same is known to hold for the corresponding classes of nondeterministic generator P systems. In the deterministic case, acceptor P systems have been shown to be universal only if cooperative rules are allowed. Universality has been shown not to hold for the corresponding classes of generator P systems.
All the considered classes of languages have been characterized, and results of strict inclusion among some of them have been proved. Moreover, in some cases, we have been able to give encodings of P systems working in generating mode into the corresponding P systems working in accepting mode. The definition of other encodings between the considered classes of P systems and the study of the complexity aspects of these encodings (both in terms of the complexity of the encodings themselves and of the size and efficiency of the results of the encoding with respect to the corresponding input) will be the subject of further work.
